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ABSTRACT Against to the problems of low utilization rate of DC-side voltage of Cascaded H-bridge

(CHB) multi-level inverter Carrier Disposition (CD) modulation strategy and unbalanced output power

of each cascaded H-bridge units, a power balanced based In-Phase Disposition Trapezoidal Pulse Width

Modulation (IPD-TPWM) strategy is proposed in this article. By selecting an appropriate trapezoidal wave

triangulation rate δ, the modulation strategy can greatly increase the amplitude of the CHB inverter output

voltage fundamental wave while ensuring the waveform quality of output phase voltage, and realize the

power-balance of H-bridge units within a full modulation ratio range by changing the arrangement of

triangular carriers in the vertical direction while using the carrier segment in the half carrier period of the

IPD-TPWM strategy as the basic unit. Therefore, it has solved the problem of low utilization rate of DC-side

voltage and unbalanced output power of each unit. At the same time, the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

of output line voltage of the modulation strategy is lower than that of IPD-SPWM strategy in the whole

modulation degree, which effectively improves the quality waveform of the output line voltage, and can be

conveniently used in N-level CHB inverters. Moreover, the working stress of all the unit switching tubes is

the same, the heat dissipation distribution is uniform, the switching loss is effectively reduced, and the service

life and system reliability are improved. Finally, the Matlab/Simulink simulation model and experimental

platform are established to verify the validity and practicality of the modulation strategy.

INDEX TERMS Cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter, trapezoidal pulse width modulation, DC voltage

utilization, power-balance, triangulation rate δ, total harmonic distortion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) multi-level inverter is one of the

most common multi-level inverter topologies, and has been

widely used in medium voltage high-power inverters and AC

drive industry. CHB multilevel inverters are characterized by

many output voltage levels, excellent harmonic performance,

high transmission power and easy modular design and man-

ufacture [1]–[5]. The multi-carrier modulation strategy in the

multi-level inverter modulation technology can be divided

into two types: CD (Carrier Disposition) and CPS (Carrier

Phase Shift) according to the difference of the spatial position

of the triangular carrier. CD control can be divided into three

types: In-Phase Disposition, Phase Opposition Disposition,

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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and Alternative Phase Opposition Disposition. Among these

modulation strategies, CPS-PWM strategy has the advantage

of natural equalization of the output power of each cascaded

H-bridge units [6], THD of output line voltage waveform

is minimum under IPD-PWM strategy [7]. Although these

modulation methods have their own advantages, in order to

avoid over-modulation, the amplitude of sinusoidal modula-

tion signal can not be greater than the triangular amplitude,

which greatly limits the amplitude of the fundamental output

voltage wave of the inverter, resulting in low utilization rate

of DC-side voltage. The utilization ratio of DC side voltage

can only reach 0.866 [8] under ideal condition, this short-

coming is especially obvious in high voltage and high power

applications. In addition, for the traditional IPD-SPWM strat-

egy, the fundamental amplitude of the output voltage and

the output power of each cascaded H-bridge units are also
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different due to the different switching time of each cascade

unit, which results in the problem of unbalanced power dis-

tribution [9]–[11].

Against the above problems, Literature [12] has proposed

a new PWM switching strategy for the Cascaded Multilevel

Inverter (CMI). The strategy uses multiple trapezoidal mod-

ulation waveforms and a single triangular carrier to sample.

Although this strategy can improve the output voltage ampli-

tude, its experimental control process is more complicated,

and the power-balance problem of each cascaded unit is

not resolved. Literature [13] has proposed a novel SPWM

pulse control method, which is suitable for a wide range of

output voltages, provides a way to implement vector control

for Induction-Motor (IM) when the cascaded Neutral-Point-

Clamped (NPC) inverter is employed. The control technology

first reconstructs the modulated wave, and replaces multiple

carriers with a single carrier, effectively reducing the num-

ber of triangular carriers. At the same time, pulse decoding

provides an effective pulse control method for the cascaded

NPC inverters, and optimizes the performance of the control

technology. Finally, the capacitor voltage and the power of

each module are further balanced by pulse rotation. The con-

trol technology can achieve voltage balance of capacitors in

each module and power-balance between the cascaded NPC

inverters. However, in the control process of the cascaded

NPC inverters, complex programmable logic device (CPLD)

is needed to convert the logic relationship, which increases

the complexity of the DSP programming control process.

Literature [14] has proposed a power-balance control method

based on the modulation wave period as the basic unit. The

strategy takes a modulation wave period as the basic unit

and moves the carrier strictly once after each modulation

wave period. The strategy utilizes the output voltage redun-

dancy characteristic of the cascading unit, and realizes the

cyclic movement of the output voltage pulse by changing

the cyclic movement of the carrier corresponding to each

unit, and changes the cascading output voltage character-

istic. However, as the number of cascaded H-bridge units

increases, the time required to achieve power balancing is

lengthened, and the strategy cannot improve DC-side voltage

utilization. Based on the IPD-SPWM strategy, Literature [15]

has proposed a power-balance control method of alternating

changing the position for corresponding carrier of two units

on the time axis. This strategy changes the characteristics of

output voltage of each unit, and enables two units to achieve

power balancing control in one output cycle. However, it adds

additional switching losses to the inverters and does not solve

the problem of low utilization rate of DC-side voltage. Liter-

ature [16] has proposed a hybrid multi-carrier PWM strategy,

which can achieve output power-balance naturally between

different units. When this strategy is applied to CHB Seven-

level inverters, the THD of line voltage uAB is higher or equal

to CPS-PWM strategy at modulation index M∈[0.35,0.9].
This paper takes three-phase five-level inverters as

an example, and has proposed an power-balance-based

IPD-TPWM strategy against the problems of low utilization

rate of DC-side voltage and unbalanced output power of each

cascade unit in traditional IPD-SPWM strategy, and verified

it by simulation and experiment.

II. IPD-TPWM STRATEGY

A. THREE-PHASE FIVE-LEVEL INVERTER TOPOLOGY

Fig.1 is a schematic diagram of the main circuit topology of

a three-phase five-level inverter.

FIGURE 1. Three-phase five-level inverter main circuit topology.

uH1 and uH2 are the output voltage of two cascaded

H-bridge units respectively, uAN is the output phase voltage of

inverter, According to the basic working principle of the CHB

inverter, each H-bridge unit can output three levels (-E , 0, E),

and the output phase voltage uAN has five levels:±2E, ±E , 0.

B. TRAPEZOIDAL PULSE WIDTH MODULATION (T-PWM)

SIGNAL

Fig.2 shows the waveform of trapezoidal modulated wave us,

which is obtained by cutting triangular wave ust through

amplitude ±UT . The amplitude of triangular wave ust is US,

and the amplitudes of carrier wave and modulation wave are

UC and UT, respectively, so the modulation ratio is M =
UT/UC. Assuming that the amplitude ratio is MT = US/UC,

the ratio of the trapezoidal amplitude UT to the triangular

amplitude is δ. Then the triangulation rate δ of the trapezoidal

wave can be expressed as

δ =
UT

US
=

M

MT
= 0 ∼ 1 (1)

FIGURE 2. T-PWM signal waveform.
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Assuming that the top edge width on the trapezoidal wave

is 2y, then the relation between y and δ can be expressed as

y = (1 − δ) π/2 (2)

As can be seen from Fig. 2, the trapezoidal wave is not a

continuous function, so the trapezoidal wave in one cycle is

divided into five regions. In each region, we can solve the

angle ϕ of the phase intersection of the triangular carrier and

the trapezoidal modulation signal.

Region 1: 0 ∼ π/2 − y, the slope of the trapezoidal wave

us is + US
π/2

and the initial value is 0.

Region 2: π/2 − y ∼ π/2 + y, us = +UT .
Region 3: π/2+y ∼ 3π/2−y, the slope of the trapezoidal

wave us is − US
π/2

and the initial value is +UT .
Region 4: 3π/2 − y ∼ 3π/2 + y, us = −UT .
Region 5: 3π/2+y ∼ 2π , the slope of the trapezoidal wave

us is + US
π/2

and the initial value is −UT .
According to Literature [17], the double Fourier cardinality

formula in mathematical complex form is used to express

the PWM line voltage output by the inverter, as shown in

Formula (3).

uAB =
∞
∑

m=0

∞
∑

n=0

Fmnyn exp [j (mωct + nωt)] (3)

where: Fmn is a complex Fourier coefficient, and

yn =
{

[

1 − (−1)n
]

cos
(nπ

6

)

− j
[

1 + (−1)n
]

sin
(nπ

6

)}

·

exp
[

j
(nπ

6

)]

(4)

Then the calculated complex Fourier series Fmn can be

expressed as:

Fmn =
[

1/ (2π)2
]

(

(π/2)−y
∫

0

ϕb1
∫

ϕa1

e (x, y) dxdy

+
(π/2)+y
∫

(π/2)−y

ϕb2
∫

ϕa2

e (x, y) dxdy+
(3π/2)−y

∫

(π/2)+y

ϕb3
∫

ϕa3

e (x, y) dxdy

+
(3π/2)+y

∫

(3π/2)−y

ϕb4
∫

ϕa4

e (x, y) dxdy+
2π
∫

(3π/2)+y

ϕb5
∫

ϕa5

e (x, y) dxdy

(5)

where:

x = ωct, y = ωt, e (x, y) = E · exp [−j (mx + ny)]

Substituting the calculated Fmn value into Equation (3) and

expanding uAB into a real Fourier series, the ratio of the output

line voltage of the inverter to the DC side voltage is obtained

as Equation (6), where:

uAB/E =
(

4
√
3/π2

)

MT cos y sin (ωt + π/6)

+
∞
∑

m=1,3···

∞
∑

n=2,4···
Amn cos[m(ωct + π/2)

+n(ωt + π/6)]

+
∞
∑

m=2,4···

∞
∑

n=1,3···
Amn cos[m(ωct + π/2)

+n(ωt + π/6)]

−
∞
∑

m=3,5,···

[

8MT cos (ny) / (nπ)2
]

cos (nπ/6) cos

· [n (ωt + 2π/3)] (6)

Amn =























[

4MT (M1 −M2) /nπ2
]

sin (nπ/6) , n 6= ±mMT

±
[

2 (N1 − N2) /MTm
2n2

]

sin (mMTπ/6) , N = ±mMT

Bmn =























[

4MT (M1 +M2) /nπ2
]

cos (nπ/6) , n 6= ±mMT

±
[

2 (N1 − N2) /MTm
2n2

]

cos (mMTπ/6) , N = ±mMT

M1 = sin [(n+ mMT ) δπ/2] / (n+ mMT ) ,N1 = mMπ

M2 = sin [(n− mMT ) δπ/2] / (n− mMT ) ,N2 = sinN1

The above equations are the relationship between the out-

put line voltage and the DC side voltage ratio under T-PWM

signal. Therefore, if the phase angle ωt in Formula (6) is

lagged behind 2π/3 and 4π/3 respectively, the expressions

of voltage ratios of uAC and uBC to DC side can be obtained

respectively.

C. SELECTION OF TRAPEZOIDAL WAVE TRIANGULATION

RATE

The schematic diagram of the IPD-TPWM strategy is shown

in Fig. 3. Since the choice of δ value has a great influence on

the DC side voltage utilization of the CHBmultilevel inverter

and its harmonic characteristics, so it is necessary to conduct

an in-depth analysis of themathematical relationship between

δ and the them, and select the optimal δ value based on the

conclusions derived.

From Formula (6), the amplitude of the inverter output

voltage fundamental and the n = 3, 5, 7, . . . harmonics can

be expressed as

U1 =
4
√
3

π2
MTE cos y (7)

Un =
8Ed

(nπ)2
MTE cos (ny) · cos

nπ

6
(8)

From Formulas (7) and (8)

Un

U1
=

2 cos (ny)
√
3n2 cos y

· cos
nπ

6
(9)

From Formula (2), Formula (10) can be expressed as

cos (ny) = cos n (1 − δ) π/2 = cos (nπ/2 − nδπ/2)

= sin nδπ/2 (10)

cos y = cos (1 − δ) π/2 = sin nδπ/2 (11)
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FIGURE 3. IPD-TPWM Strategy Schematic.

Substituting Formulas (10) and (11) into Formula (9)

Un

U1
=

2 sin (nδπ/2)
√
3n2 sin (δπ/2)

· cos
nπ

6
(12)

From the above formulas, the total harmonic distortion

rate THD of the output line voltage of the inverter can be

expressed as

THD =

√

√

√

√

∞
∑

n=3,5

(

Un

U1

)2

=
2 sin (nδπ/2)

√
3 |sin (δπ/2)|

·

√

√

√

√

∞
∑

n=3,5

2 sin (nδπ/2)2 cos (πn/6)2

n4
(13)

According to the above derivation MT = US/UC, δ =
UT/US, MT = M/δ can be obtained. For TPWM inverters,

when M = 1, the fundamental wave amplitude U1 takes the

maximum value U1,Mi=1
. Bring MT = 1/δ into Formula (7)

can be expressed as

U1,Mi=1

E
=

4
√
3

π2δ
· sin δ

π

2
(14)

Formulas (12), (13) and (14) respectively reflect the total

harmonic distortion rate, fundamental wave amplitude and

DC voltage utilization ratio of the output line voltage of

TPWM inverters. It can be seen from the above formula

that the harmonic content, total harmonic distortion rate and

fundamental amplitude are only related to the trapezoidal

wave triangulation rate δ. The relationship curves between

Un/U1 and δ, U1,Mi=1 (THD) /E and δ are drawn as shown

in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively.

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between Un/U1 and δ. Since

the multiples of the third harmonic of the output line volt-

age cancel each other out, there is no need to analyze

it. The figure contains 5th, 7th, 11th and 13th harmonics.

FIGURE 4. The relationship between the relative amplitude of each
harmonic and the triangulation rate δ.

FIGURE 5. Relationship between DC voltage utilization rate and
waveform distortion coefficient and triangulation rate δ.

When δ = 0.4, although the 7th harmonics content is slightly

higher than the 7th harmonics content at 0.3 ≤ δ ≤ 1, the 5th

harmonics content is 0, and the 11th and 13th harmonic

contents are also small.

As can be seen from Fig.5, when δ is small, the DC voltage

utilization ratio of IPD-TPWM strategy exceeds 1, which is

much larger than 0.866 of SPWM strategy. As the value of

δ increases from 0 to 1, U1,Mi=1
/E decreases gradually, then

trapezoidal wave becomes triangular wave, and the utilization

ratio of DC voltage decreases with the increase of value of δ.

As can be seen from Fig. 5, considering the fundamental

amplitude of output voltage and the total harmonic distortion

rate of line voltage under different δ values, the trapezoidal

wave at δ = 0.4 can be determined to be the best trapezoidal

modulation wave.

III. POWER-BALANCE-BASED IPD-TPWM STRATEGY

A. CARRIER RECONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLE OF IPD-TPWM

STRATEGY

Although the IPD-TPWM strategy can improve the problem

of low utilization rate of DC-side voltage, the output voltages

of each cascaded units of the CHB inverters are still not

equal, and the equalization control of the output power of

each unit cannot be achieved. Therefore, an power-balance-

based IPD-TPWM strategy is proposed in the paper against

the shortcomings of IPD-TPWM strategy. This strategy takes

half carrier period of IPD-TPWM strategy as the basic unit,

and changes the arrangement of the triangular carriers in the

VOLUME 7, 2019 157229
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FIGURE 6. Carrier reconstruction diagram (a) Before carrier
reconstruction (b) After carrier reconstruction.

vertical direction through periodic cycles, it can solve the

problems of low utilization of DC-side voltage and unbal-

anced output power of each cascaded unit.

The schematic diagram of the strategy is shown in Fig. 6.

In the carriers of IPD-TPWM strategy, the triangular carrier

period is set as TC, and the carrier segment in the half carrier

period TC /2 is taken as the basic unit. At the end of each half

carrier period, the carrier segment is moved vertically once,

and after 8 times of movement, a cycle is completed. At this

time, the period of reconstructed carrier is 4TC. As shown

in Fig.6(b), the carrier segments in the eight shaded regions

constitute a reconstructed carrier cycle in the power-balanced

IPD-TPWM strategy, and the remaining three reconstructed

carriers are sequentially phase-shifted by a quarter of the

reconstructed carrier cycle. Each cascading unit corresponds

to a pair of reconstructed carrier signals of vcri and vcri−
in Fig. 6(b).

Supposing Si as a switching function of cascaded unit i

(i = 1, 2) output level state, when uHi = E, Si = 1; when

uHi = 0, Si = 0; and when uHi = −E , Si = −1. Then the

output voltage uHi of cascade unit i can be expressed as

uHi = SiE (15)

Then the inverter output phase voltage is expressed as

uAN = E

2
∑

i=1

Si (16)

The switching function of the inverter output level state is

defined as S, and S = (S1S2). The output voltage of cascaded

units remains unipolar, that is, when uAN is positive, uHi can

only beE or 0; when uAN is negative, uHi can only be−E or 0.

FIGURE 7. Schematic diagram of power-balance-based IPD-TPWM
strategy.

According to the logical relationship between the modu-

lation wave and carrier waves, the switching function S of

inverter output level state can be obtained when the modula-

tion wave is in different regions. Fig. 6 shows the comparison

of switching function S before and after carrier reconstruc-

tion. In Fig. 6(a), IPD-PWM strategy has only five switching

function states: 11, 01, 00, 00-1, 0-1 and −1-1, which cor-

respond to the output phase voltages of the inverters 2E , E ,

0, −E and −2E , respectively. The switching function S after

carrier reconstruction is shown in Fig. 6 (b). By comparison,

it is found that when the output voltage uAN is E or -E , power-

balance-based IPD-TPWM strategy makes use of the two

redundant switching function states of 10 and −10. It can be

seen that although the output TPWM voltage is exchanged

between the two H units, the total output voltage of the

inverter has not changed.

B. IPD-TPWM STRATEGY POWER-BALANCE ANALYSIS

Fig.7 shows themodulation principle of power-balance-based

IPD-TPWM strategy. Compared with the modulation princi-

ple of IPD-TPWM strategy shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen

that the proposed strategy utilizes the redundant switching

function states of the inverter, the output voltage character-

istics of each cascaded H-bridge unit can be changed by

adjusting the arrangement of carriers in vertical direction, but

the output level state of the inverters can not be changed.

This creates conditions for realizing power-balance control

between cascaded units.

In order to illustrate the mechanism of power equal-

ization based on the power-balance IPD-TPWM strategy,

the output voltage characteristics of the cascading unit in

the reconstructed carrier cycle are analyzed. Assuming that
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the reconstructed carrier frequency is much larger than the

sinusoidal modulated wave frequency, the sinusoidal modu-

lated wave and the inverter output current can be considered

constant values during the reconstructed carrier period.

Fig. 8 shows the cascading unit and CHB inverter output

voltage conditions for the power-balanced IPD-TPWM strat-

egy during the positive half cycle. In the figure, the CHB

inverter output voltage is located in the interval [0, E] as an

example.

FIGURE 8. Output analysis of power-balance control method in the
positive half cycle.

Assuming that the reconstructed carrier period is T ′
C , in the

interval [0, E], tHi+ represents the time when the cascading

unit i outputs the voltageE in the reconstructed carrier period,

then tHi+ can be expressed as











tH1+ =
T ′
C

4
vm

tH2+ =
T ′
C

4
vm

(17)

Then the average value of the output voltages uH1+ and

uH2+ in the reconstructed carrier cycle of each cascaded unit

is represented as






uH1+ =
vm

4
E

uH2+ =
vm

4
E

(18)

Since the output current of each cascade unit is equal and

constant, it can be known from the formula (18) that the

average power PH1+ and PH2+ of the respective cascading

units are equal in the reconstructed carrier period.

PH1+ = PH2+ (19)

Fig. 9 shows the cascading unit and CHB inverter output

voltage conditions for the power-balanced IPD-TPWM strat-

egy during the negative half cycle. In the figure, the CHB

inverter output voltage is located in the interval [-E,0] as an

example.

FIGURE 9. Output analysis of power-balance control method in the
negative half cycle.

Assuming that in the interval [-E, 0], tHi− represents the

time when the cascading unit i outputs the voltage -E in the

reconstructed carrier period, then tHi− can be expressed as










tH1− =
T ′
C

4
vm

tH2− =
T ′
C

4
vm

(20)

Then the average values of the output voltages uH1− and

uH2− in the reconstructed carrier cycle of each cascaded unit

are represented as






uH1− =
vm

4
E

uH2− =
vm

4
E

(21)

It can be known from the Formula (21) that the average

power PH1− and PH2− of the respective cascading units are

equal in the reconstructed carrier period.

PH1− = PH2− (22)

Therefore, on the basis of the IPD-TPWM power, the car-

rier is reconstructed by changing the arrangement of carriers

in the vertical direction, so that the output voltages of the

various units are equal in one reconstructed carrier cycle, thus

ensuring that the output power average values of each cas-

caded unit is equal and the time required for power-balance

is one reconstructed carrier period.

C. APPLICATION OF POWER-BALANCE-BASED IPD-TPWM

STRATEGY IN N LEVEL CHB INVERTER

The power-balance-based IPD-TPWM strategy can not only

realize the power-balance under the CHB five-level inverter,

but also can be extended to the N-level CHB inverter, which

can realize the power-balance control.

Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram of carrier reconstruction of

a CHB seven-level inverter. Fig. 10 (a) and Fig. 10 (b) are

IPD schematic diagrams of seven-level inverters before and

after carrier reconstruction, respectively. By comparison, it is

found that when the output voltage uAN takes 2E , E , −E
and −2E , the power-balance-based T-PWM strategy makes

VOLUME 7, 2019 157231
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FIGURE 10. Carrier reconstruction diagram (a) Before carrier
reconstruction (b) After carrier reconstruction.

use of the eight redundant switching function states of 101,

110, 100, 010, −100, 0-10, −10 − 1 and −1 − 10, but does

not change the output voltage uAN of the inverters. The fig-

ure takes a carrier segment within half carrier period TC/2 as

a basic unit. At the end of each half carrier period, the carrier

segment is moved vertically once, and after 12 times of

movement, a cycle is completed. At this time, the period of

reconstructed carrier is 6TC.

Similarly, the carrier segment in the half-carrier period

TC/2 of the CHB nine-level inverter carrier is the basic unit,

and one cycle period is completed after moving 16 times,

and the reconstructed carrier period becomes 8TC. The other

N-level inverters are analogous.

IV. OPTIMAL MODULATION STRATEGY

A. TWO COMMON POWER BALANCED STRATEGIES

Against the defects of IPD-SPWM strategy, each of Lit-

erature [13], [14] and [15] has proposed a power-balance

strategy respectively. Literature [13] presents a novel SPWM

pulse control method, which is suitable for a wide range of

output voltages, provides a way to implement vector control

for IM when the cascaded NPC inverter is employed. The

modulation principle of Literature [13] is shown in Fig. 11

(a). The modulation strategy uses a single carrier to replace

multiple carriers, effectively reducing the number of triangu-

lar carriers. At the same time, pulse decoding provides an

effective pulse control method for cascaded NPC inverters,

and optimizes the performance of the control technology,

as shown in Fig. 11 (b). Finally, the capacitor voltage and

the power of each module are further balanced by pulse

rotation. Literature [13] applies the power-balance control

method to the topology of cascaded NPC inverters. Although

FIGURE 11. The strategy proposed in literature [13] (a) The modulation
principle diagram of literature [13] (b) Principle of pulse decoding.

FIGURE 12. The modulation principle diagram of literature [14].

the capacitor voltage balance of NPC inverters and the output

power-balance control of each cascade module are realized,

the strategy requires complex programmable logic device

(CPLD) to convert the logic relationship, which increases

the difficulty of the system control. There is still a certain

gap between the strategy proposed in Literature [13] and

the strategy proposed in this paper, so it is not suitable for

application in CHB inverter topology.

Literature [14] proposed a power equalization control

method based on the modulation wave period as the basic

unit. The modulation principle of Literature [14] is shown

in Fig. 12. The strategy takes a modulation wave cycle as the

basic unit. In the vertical direction region, the carrier is moved

strictly once after each modulation wave cycle, and a carrier

cycle is completed after three times of movement. At this

time, the carrier cycle is four modulation wave cycles. The

strategy compensates the power imbalance caused by spa-

tial dimension through time dimension, and achieves power-

balance control in two modulation wave cycles.
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Based on the IPD-SPWM strategy, Literature [15] pro-

poses a power-balance control strategy of exchanging the

position for corresponding carrier of two units on the time

axis. The modulation principle of Literature [15] is shown

in Fig. 13.

FIGURE 13. The modulation principle diagram of literature [15].

V. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

In order to verify the effectiveness of power-balance-based

IPD-TPWM strategy, two commonly used power-balance

strategies, IPD-TPWM strategy and power-balance-based

IPD-TPWM strategy are simulated and validated respec-

tively. In order to ensure that the inverters have the same

switching frequency, the carrier frequency of the power-

balance-based IPD-TPWM strategy and the commonly used

power balancing strategy are set to 750 Hz and 3000 Hz,

respectively. The relevant parameters of the model are shown

in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.

The simulation waveform of power equalization control

method proposed in Literature [14] is shown in Fig. 14.

As can be seen from Fig. 14 (a), the switching-on time of each

cascade unit is the same, the number of switches is also nearly

the same, so the output voltage amplitudes are almost equal;

FIGURE 14. Strategy proposed in literature [14] (a) Voltage output
characteristics of literature[14] (b) Output Power of each Unit (c) Driving
signal of the switching tube.

As can be seen from Fig. 14 (b), this strategy compensates

the power imbalance caused by spatial dimension through

time dimension, and achieves power-balance control in two

modulation wave cycles. As can be seen from Fig. 14 (c),

when the equivalent switching frequency of the inverter is

3000Hz, the average switching frequency of all switches is

different in two cycles, and the switching loss distribution

is uneven. And the more cascaded H-bridge units, the longer

time it takes to achieve power equalization, so this strategy is

suitable for the occasion of fewer cascaded units.

The simulation waveform of power equalization control

strategy proposed in Literature [17] is shown in Fig. 15.

As can be seen from Fig. 15 (a), the switching-on time of each

cascade unit is the same, the number of switches is also nearly

the same, so the output voltage amplitudes are almost equal;
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FIGURE 15. Strategy proposed in literature [15] (a) Voltage output
characteristics of literature[15] (b) Output power of each Unit (c) Driving
signal of the switching tube.

Characteristics of output voltage of each cascaded unit can

be changed through alternating changing carrier in vertical

direction, and power-balance control is realized in 1 cycle,

as shown in Fig. 5(b). When equivalent switching frequency

of inverter is 3000Hz, driving signal of all switching tubes

in 1 cycle is shown in Fig 5(c). Obviously, it can be seen from

Fig.5 (c), the average switching frequency of all switching

tubes in each of 1 cycles is different, so switching loss is

distributed unbalanced. Moreover, compared with IPD-PWM

technique, it has increased the working frequency of all

switching tube in each of a cycle, and this strategy has not

solved the problem of low DC voltage utilization.

Fig. 16 show the output voltage waveform and harmonic

spectrum analysis of the CHB inverter under the IPD-TPWM

FIGURE 16. IPD-TPWM Modulation Strategy (a) with Output voltage
characteristics of IPD-TPWM Strategy (b) with Harmonic spectrum
analysis of output voltage.

strategy when the triangulation rate is 0.4 and the modulation

ratio is 0.9.

Fig. 16 (a) shows the waveforms of the output volt-

age, phase voltage and line voltage of each unit under the

IPD-TPWM strategy. It can be seen from the figure that the

on-times of the switching tubes of the respective cascade

units are inconsistent, and the number of switches is different,

so the amplitudes of the output voltages are greatly different.

Fig. 16 (b) shows the spectrum analysis of the line volt-

age and phase voltage output waveforms of the IPD-SPWM

strategy. It can be seen from the figure that the THD of uAN
and uAB in phase A is 32.54% and 16.88%, respectively,

and the THD of uAN and uAB in IPD-SPWM strategy in

Literature [18] is 33.29% and 17.35%, respectively. The THD

of uAN and uAB under IPD-TPWM is lower than that of the

traditional IPD-SPWM, so IPD-TPWM retains the advantage

of low harmonic content of output voltage in IPD-SPWM.

As can be seen from Fig. 16(b), the fundamental ampli-

tudes of uAN and uAB under the IPD-TPWM strategy is

107.2V and 185.6V, respectively. In the literature [18], the

fundamental amplitude of IPD-SPWM is 90V and 156V
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FIGURE 17. Power-balance-based IPD-TPWM modulation strategy
(a) Output voltage characteristics of power-balance-based IPD-TPWM
strategy (b) Driving signal of the switching tube (c) Harmonic spectrum
analysis of output voltage.

respectively. IPD-TPWM improves the DC side supply volt-

age utilization by 19.1% over IPD-SPWM.

Fig.17 show the output voltage waveform, driving signal

of the switching tube and harmonic spectrum analysis of the

CHB inverter under the power-balance-based IPD-TPWM

FIGURE 18. Relation curves between output line voltage THD and
modulation degree of four modulation strategies (a) Application of CHB
Five-level Inverter (b) Application of CHB Seven-Level Inverter.

strategy when the triangulation rate is 0.4 and the modulation

ratio is 0.9.

As can be seen from Fig. 17 (a), the on-time of the switch

tubes of each cascaded units is the same, and the number of

switches is nearly the same, so the output voltage amplitudes

are almost equal. As can be seen from Fig. 17 (b), the average

switching frequency of all switches is the same in one cycle

under this modulation strategy, so the switching losses of the

inverters are exactly the same. As can be seen fromFig. 17 (c),

the voltage fundamental amplitude and THD value output by

uH1 and uH2 are identical. At the same time, power-balance-

based IPD-TPWM retains the advantages of low THD of

output voltage and high utilization of DC-side voltage under

IPD-TPWM.

Fig. 18 shows the relationship between output line volt-

age THD and modulation degree under four modulation

strategies. When four control strategies are applied to CHB

five-level Inverters, the power-balance-based IPD-TPWM

strategy and the output THD value under the IPD-TPWM

strategy are almost identical throughout the modulation

period, and are lower than the THD value of line voltage of

IPD-SPWM strategy, effectively improving the quality of the

output line voltage, as shown in Fig. 18 (a).

In order to further verify that the power-balance-based

IPD-TPWM strategy has not only achieved the lowest THD

value of the line voltage under the CHB type five-level

inverter, but also can be extended to the N-level CHB inverter.

Then four control strategies are applied to the CHB type
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FIGURE 19. Comparison of fundamental voltage amplitude waveforms of
three modulation strategies uAB.

seven-level inverter, as shown in Fig. 18(b). The output THD

value of power-balance-based IPD-TPWM strategy is the

lowest in the whole modulation period, which verifies the

practicability and scalability of the proposed power strategy.

Fig.19 shows the comparison of the fundamental ampli-

tudes of three output line voltages uAB. The output fundamen-

tal wave voltage amplitude of IPD-SPWM is only 156V, and

the DC voltage utilization ratio of IPD-SPWM is the lowest

among the three modulation strategies; The output funda-

mental wave voltage amplitude of IPD-TPWM is 185.6V,

which is 19.1% higher than that of traditional IPD-SPWM

strategy. It breaks through the limitation that the theoretical

maximum voltage utilization can only be increased by 15%

when the third harmonic is injected into sinusoidal modula-

tion wave in the Literature [19]. The power-balanced IPD-

TPWM retains the advantage of IPD-TPWM increasing DC

utilization by 19.1%.

According to Literature [20], when the ratio of fundamen-

tal component amplitude of output voltage at AC side of the

cascading unit is equal to the ratio of supply voltage at DC

side, the discharge characteristics of the cascading unit can

be ensured to be consistent, and the power-balance control

among the cascading units can be realized. It can be seen from

Fig. 17 that the amplitudes of the voltage fundamentals output

by the two units H1 and H2 are the same, and the amplitude

ratio of the fundamental voltage of the output voltage is 1:1.

Therefore, it is considered that H1 and H2 have achieved the

effect of power-balance in one switching cycle.

Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 are the power comparison of three

control strategies applied to the CHB five-level inverters

respectively. It can be seen clearly that IPD-SPWM and

IPD-TPWM can not achieve the power-balance of cascaded

H-bridges, while power-balance-based IPD-TPWM strategy

achieves the power-balance of cascaded H-bridge.

Table 2 shows the comparison of different strategies. It can

be seen that the proposed power-balance-based IPD-TPWM

strategy has advantages over those proposed in Litera-

ture [12]–[16]. This strategy improves the utilization ratio of

DC voltage and achieves power-balance in one cycle, and

the THD value of output line voltage is the lowest, which

effectively improves the quality waveform of output line

voltage.

FIGURE 20. Power comparison of three strategies applied to five-level
inverters when m = 0.9.

FIGURE 21. Power comparison of three strategies applied to five-level
inverters when m = 0.6.

FIGURE 22. Experimental prototype.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In order to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed

control method, a two-unit CHB inverter experimental plat-

form was constructed as shown in Fig.22. The experimental

platform is controlled by FPGA +DSP with TX-KP101 as

the drive. IGBT IXGH12N60BD1 is selected as the switching

tube. The main parameters are as follows: DC input voltage is

50V, output voltage frequency 50Hz, carrier frequency 3kHz,

reconstructed carrier frequency = 750Hz, filter inductance

L = 2mH, load resistance R = 10 �, carrier ratio mf = 60.

Fig. 23 and 27 show the experimental waveforms of output

voltage uH1, uH2, output current io and output voltage uAN
of the inverters when the modulation degrees are 0.9 and

0.6 respectively under the IPD-TPWM strategy. As can be

seen from Fig. 23 (a) and 27 (a), the output voltage wave-

forms of each cascade unit are obviously different, so the

output voltage amplitudes of each unit are quite different.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of different strategies.

FIGURE 23. IPD-TPWM experiment results (m = 0.9) (a) Output voltage
waveform (b) Phase voltage spectrum distribution.

Fig. 23 (b) and 27 (b) are spectrograms of the output voltage

uAN. The spectrum of the phase voltage of the strategy is

mainly distributed around 3000 Hz, which is almost iden-

tical to the spectrum of the output phase voltage in the

simulation experiment, further verifying the effectiveness

of the proposed IPD-TPWM strategy. Fig. 24 and 28 intu-

itively show the power comparison of the modulation strategy

when the modulation degree is 0.9 and 0.6. The experimen-

tal results show that although IPD-TPWM has solved the

FIGURE 24. Analysis of output power of IPD-TPWM cascade units
(m = 0.9) (a) H1-bridge unit (b) H2-bridge unit.

problem of low utilization of DC voltage, it fails to achieve

power-balance of cascade units.

Fig. 25 and 29 show the experimental waveforms of output

voltage uH1, uH2, output current io and output voltage uAN
of the inverters when the modulation degrees are 0.9 and

0.6 respectively under the IPD-TPWM strategy based on

power-balance. As can be seen from Fig. 25 (a) and 29 (a),

the output voltage waveforms of each cascade unit are basi-

cally the same, so the output voltage amplitudes of each unit

are almost the same. Fig. 25 (b) and 29 (b) are spectrograms
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FIGURE 25. IPD-TPWM strategy experimental results in power
equalization (m = 0.9) (a) Output voltage waveform (b) Phase voltage
spectrum distribution.

FIGURE 26. Analysis of output power of each unit under IPD-TPWM
during power equalization (m = 0.9) (a) H1-bridge unit (b) H2-bridge unit.

of the output voltage uAN. The spectrum of the phase voltage

of the strategy is mainly distributed around 3000 Hz, which is

almost identical to the spectrum of the output phase voltage

under IPD-TPWM strategy..

Fig. 26 and 30 intuitively show the power comparison

of the modulation strategy when the modulation degree is

0.9 and 0.6. The experimental results show that when power-

balance IPD-TPWM is used, the problem of low utilization

rate of DC-side voltage and power-balance is effectively

FIGURE 27. IPD-TPWM experiment results (m = 0.6) (a) Output voltage
waveform (b) Phase voltage spectrum distribution.

FIGURE 28. Analysis of output power of IPD-TPWM cascade units when
power is unbalanced (m = 0.6) (a) H1-bridge unit (b) H2-bridge unit.

solved. At the same time, it can be seen from the exper-

imental phase voltage spectrum distribution that the THD

value of this strategy is almost the same as that of traditional

IPD-SPWM. The experimental waveforms of IPD-TPWM in

power-balance and power imbalance are basically consistent
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FIGURE 29. IPD-TPWM experimental results in power equalization
(m = 0.6) (a) Output voltage waveform (b) Phase voltage spectrum
distribution.

FIGURE 30. Analysis of output power of IPD-TPWM cascade units during
power equalization (m = 0.6) (a) H1-bridge unit (b) H2-bridge unit.

with the simulation waveforms, which proves the valid-

ity and authenticity of the modulation strategy, and the

power-balance control method is relatively simple, and has

simplified the control difficulty.

VII. CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis of CHB multilevel inverter, this paper

has proposed an power-balance-based in-phase disposition

trapezoidal pulse width modulation (IPD-TPWM) strategy,

theoretically analyzed the relationship among the amplitude

of the output voltage fundamental wave, the trapezoidal wave

triangulation rate δ and the output active power, and carried

out simulation and experimental verification, which have led

to the following conclusions.

(1) For IPD-TPWM, the trapezoidal wave triangulation

rate δ = 0.4 is the best trapezoidal modulation wave.

IPD-TPWM can make CHB multi-level inverter greatly

improve the DC voltage utilization rate to 19.1% without

affecting the output phase voltage waveform quality, break-

ing through the limitation that the third harmonic injection

method can only increase the utilization ratio of DC voltage

by 15%.

(2) Under the condition of selecting the best trapezoidal

modulation wave, the power-balance IPD-TPWM utilizes

the switching function state of the inverter redundancy, and

by cyclically adjusting the vertical movement of carrier in

IPD-TPWM, so that the output voltage amplitude of each

cascade unit is the same. Therefore, this strategy has achieved

power-balance control over the full modulation ratio range

while preserving the advantage that the IPD-TPWM funda-

mental amplitude has been increased by 19.1%.

(3) Under the power-balanced IPD-TPWM control,

the THD value of the CHB inverter output line voltage is

lower than that of the IPD-SPWM, and the waveform perfor-

mance is better. At the same time, the modulation strategy can

be extended to the N-level CHB inverter topology. Moreover,

the working stress of all the unit switching tubes is the same,

the heat dissipation distribution is uniform, the switching loss

has been effectively reduced, and the service life and system

reliability has been improved.
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